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Invaluable Protection
Against Costly
Severance ClaiJns

that level of liability is not reached until an employee attains eight
years ofservice. The Employment Standards Act termination notice
obligations cannot be circumvented.
Another termination obligation which may arise is the implied
obligation to give "reasonable prior notice of termination" or alternatively, to make payment "in lieu of notice."
That obligation arises at "common law" —judge-made law
developed by courts through the tradition of following prior legal
precedent. When a judge decides how much to award at common
law, a number of different factors are taken into account; the most
significant being length of service. The amount of notice required
to be given will increase as length of service increases.
In the absence of a contract limiting the entitlement to common law notice (addressed below), the obligation to provide
such notice (or pay in lieu) arises whenever a termination occurs
without just cause.
Even when the workplace is closing down for a legitimate business reason —for example, as in the case of a doctor retiring and/or
transferring his/her practice to another doctor who is not taking over
the existing employees —the law requires the departing employees
to receive their common law notice. In extreme cases, liability can
be as high as 24 months' pay in lieu of notice.
There is a critically important distinction between the statutory
obligation under the Employment Standards Act, and the obligation
at common law. While courts do not permit employers to avoid the
obligation to pay statutory termination pay,they do allow employers
to regulate the common law obligation by contract.

by Thomas Gorsky
Employers are often confronted with difficult decisions -but
generally none so dii~icult as a decision to terminate employment.
Ofthe termination-related issues which commonly arise, the cost of
terminating employment is at the forefront. Employers without experience in such matters may be surprised to learn how high the cost
can be. Fortunately, there are effective strategies to avoid exposure
to large claims.
TERMINATION OBLIGATIONS INCLUDE
STATUTORY AND COMMON LAW
One obligation on termination is the statutory obligation under
the Employment Standards Act to pay termination pay. Statutory
termination pay is required in the vast majority of terminations.
Exceptions to this requirement are rare, the most common being serious and intentional employee misconduct. Thankfully, the
maximum liability which accrues for statutory termination pay is
eight weeks'pay and continuation ofbenefit plan contributions, and
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EMPLOYMENT CONTRACTS CAN
SUBSTANTIALLY REDUCE LIABILITY
A properly drafted employment contract can reduce or even
eliminate common law obligations. For example, a contract can
validly limit an employer's obligations to the requirements of the
Employment Standards Act.
Ifan _employer wishes to be more generous, there are contractual
formulas which can be used to accomplish this. Although termination
clauses are the principal reason for using employment contracts,they
are not the only reason.
Employment contracts serve an important role in clarifying obligations and entitlements during the course ofthe employment relationship. Awell-prepared employment contract will set out remuneration,
probationary period, duties ofemployment, hours of work, vacation,
confidentiality obligations, etc.
The optimal opportunity for an employer to realize advantages
from an employment contract is at the time ofhiring. However,there
are important technical rules which must be followed,or an otherwise
valid contract can be invalidated. In order to take advantage of an
employment contract, it should be presented before arriving at any
form of agreement with the employee, and not afterward.
Even a "handshake agreement" in which salary, position and
start date are agreed upon, can mean that it will be too late to
subsequently present a written agreement incorporating a terminationclause. This is due to the legal requirement that employment
contracts have "consideration" (i.e. in return for an employee
giving up common law rights on termination, the employee must
receive something of value in return). An offer of employment
is considered valid consideration.
However, if there is already a binding offer and acceptance of
employment(a handshake can be legally binding), then it may be
too late to insert an enforceable termination clause into a written
contract. Although it is preferable to use an employment contract
with a termination clause at the time of hiring, all is not lost for
doctors who may not appreciate their importance until after hiring
has taken place.
In situations where a valid termination clause has not been utilized
at the time of hiring, opportunities may arise during the course of an
employment relationship.

Such mid-employment opportunities will involve an offer offresh
consideration, in exchange for an employee accepting revised terms
ofemployment,including a termination clause. This can take place if
a raise is being offered, or a benefits plan is being added, etc..
HUMAN RIGHTS CLAIMS CANNOT
BE AVOIDED BY CONTRACT
Although employment contracts provide invaluable protection to
employers, it should be appreciated that they do not protect an employer against claims arising out ofviolations ofstatutory obligations.
For example, if employment is terminated due to unlawful discrimination, or there is a refusal to allow an employee to return to
work after maternity leave, even the most well-drafted employment
contract will not provide an employer with a defence to a claim.
JUDGES HAVE STRICT
REQUIREMENTS
The benefits to an employer of a properly drafted employment
contract are significant, and there are really few if any downsides.
One mistake some employers make is to attempt to draft a contract
on one's own, or use a document found on the Internet.
This is to be discouraged,as there are many pitfalls which can lead
to an invalid termination clause. Judges tend to beemployee-friendly.
They are not eager to find that an employee has been effectively
prevented from pursuing a common law claim, and are receptive to
technical arguments supporting invalidity of a contract. Therefore,
an employer is well-advised to ensure that any.employment contract
being entered into has been drafted or reviewed by a qualified lawyer.

Thomas Gorsky is a lawyer with Sherrard Kuzz LLP, one of Canada's leading employment and labour law firms, representing management and can be
contacted at 416-603-0700, or by visiting www.sherrardkuzz.com.
NOTE:The information contained in this article is provided forgeneral information purposes only and does not constitute legal or other professional advice.
Reading this article does not create alawyer-client relationship. Readers
are advised to seek specific legal advice from Sherrard Kuzz LLP (or other
legal counsel) in relation to any decision or course of action contemplated.
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